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Improve security and access control
The challenge: Efficiently secure restricted facilities
The guard steps out of the gatehouse and scans the scene as the vehicle
approaches the military facility. As the vehicle stops at the gate, the guard
walks up and asks the visitor for identification. The visitor pulls out his wallet
and hands over his driver’s license.
This is a critical moment.The guard needs to know—with absolute certainty—
if the visitor is a threat, which areas he is permitted access to, and during
what days and hours. He walks back to the guardhouse to enter the ID into
a security system, losing visual contact and vital time. At the same time, the
line of traffic builds during peak visiting hours. Intellicheck changes all of that.

T HE INTELLICHE CK SOLUT I ON:

Enhanced security, efficient access control
Intellicheck Defense ID® makes that loss of time and
visual contact a thing of the past, by enabling
security personnel at restricted facilities to
instantly authenticate visitor, vendor and staff
ID using a hand-held mobile device.
With Defense ID, the guard simply scans the
barcode on the visitor’s ID credentials, and within
a few seconds, it is authenticated. Critical record fields
from criminal, DMV and custom databases are available and highlighted, and
visible at a glance. Threat levels are also factored in the display, so the guard
instantly knows his situation. That means lower risk and increased security.
Based on the information returned during the records search, the guard is
now certain that the visitor is authorized to have limited access to the
facility. At this point Defense ID makes it easy for the facility to register the
visitor and issue customized, rules-based credentials that limit their access
to specific areas and specific times. And if threat levels rise, that access can
be immediately revoked.

Ready to enhance security and improve your access controls?
Contact Intellicheck today for a free consultation at
(516) 992-1900, or visit intellicheck.com.
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Rules-based access control
Makes it fast and easy for security
personnel to issue customized,
rules-based access credentials that
restrict visitors to specific areas, times,
or aligned with specific situations,
such as increased threat levels.

Increases security and safety
Works on mobile devices to minimize
loss of visual contact at access points
and throughout a facility, while ensuring guards always have one hand free.
Instantly highlights critical data fields
that indicate the threat level based on
custom database, DMV and criminal
records search.

Accurate and up-to-date data
Patented ID verification technology
authenticates more than 200 unique
driver’s license barcode formats, from
every state and Canadian province, and
can query many official law enforcement data sources, including DMV,
state and FBI records. Ongoing updates
ensure that data is always current.

Integrates with custom databases
Makes it easy to quickly extend
authentication capabilities via integration with custom databases.

Expert consulting, subscription pricing
Our professional services team of
authentication experts works with
you to integrate Defense ID with
existing systems and custom databases,
and to add analytics capabilities for a
seamless deployment. Available with
subscription pricing or as a customized
solution.

